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Spatial S-R compatibility with orthogonal
stimulus-response relationship
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Spatial stimulus-response (S-R)compatibility with unimanual two-finger choice reactions was
investigated under conditions in which the spatial orientation of response keys was either parallel
to or perpendicular to the orientation of the stimuli. Subjects responded to green or red lights
in the left or right visual field (irrelevant stimulus location). The response keys were oriented
horizontally on the left or right side of the body midline parallel to the stimuli, and were pressed
with the palms facing down (Condition A), or were oriented orthogonally to the stimuli in the
midsaggital plane, either horizontally and pressed with palms facing down (B) or facing up (C),
or vertically and pressed with palms facing the body (D).The results for Condition A demonstrate
the usual spatial S-R compatibility effect between field of stimulation and spatial position of
responding finger. For Conditions Band D, a strong reaction time advantage still obtained for
those stimulus-finger pairings that are compatible under Condition A. Condition C revealed an
RT advantage for the opposite pairings. This shift of the compatibility effect from Condition B
to Condition C indicates that the left/right distinction of fingers does not follow a simple, fixed
spatio-anatomical mapping rule. The results are discussed within the framework of a hierarchi
cal model of spatial ~R compatibility, with spatial coding and spatia-anatomical mapping as factors.

Recent results show that effects of spatial stimulus
response (S-R) compatibility not only obtain with respect
to positions of visual stimuli and positions of responding
hands, but also with respect to positions of visual stimuli
and positions of responding fingers. It has been demon
strated that with unimanual two-finger choice reactions,
the spatially right finger responds faster to stimuli in the
right than in the left visual field, and the spatially left
finger responds faster to stimuli in the left than in the right
visual field. This takes place when the responding hand
is held in the middle position (Arend & Wandmacher,
1987; Katz, 1981); to the right or left of the body mid
line (Heister, Ehrenstein, & Schroeder-Heister, 1986,
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1987; Ragot & Lesevre, 1986); crossed, that is, on the
opposite side of the body midline (Schroeder-Heister,
Ehrenstein, & Heister, 1988); and in palm-down or palm
up position (Heister et al., 1986, 1987). The effects oc
cur when the task requires a spatial decision (relevant
stimulus location; see Heister et al., 1986) and when it
does not (irrelevant stimulus location-"Simon effect";
see Heister et al., 1987; Heister & Schroeder-Heister,
1987).

One major theory to explain spatial S-R compatibility
is that of spatial coding, which, with respect to bimanual
tasks, was first proposed by Wallace (1971) and was fur
ther developed by Nicoletti, Anzola, Luppino, Rizzolatti,
and Umilta (1982) for relevant stimulus location and by
Umilta and Nicoletti (1985) for irrelevant stimulus loca
tion. According to this hypothesis, the observed effect is
due to a comparison of stimulus and response positions
as represented in a spatial code, irrespective of anatomi
cal distinctions.

An alternative theory is spatio-anatomical mapping
(Heister et al., 1986), which refers to an association be
tween anatomical and spatial distinctions. In the case of
bimanual reactions, this means that the right hand is as
sociated as spatially right and the left hand as spatially
left, irrespective of the side of the body midline on which
the responding hands are held (i.e., irrespective of
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Figure l. Schematic representation of the stimulus-response ar
rangements for experimental Conditiom A to D. 1be examples shown
are for the left hand and the right hand, both responding to a stimulus
that appears to the left of fIXation. In Condition A (control) the
response keys are horizontal on the left or right side of the body
midline, parallel to the left/right stimulus orientation. In Condi
tions Band C the response keys are horizontal and orthogonal to
the stimulus orientation in the midsaggital plane, pressed with the
palm facing down (8) or facing up (C). In Condition D the response
keys are vertical and orthogonal to the stimulus orientation in the
midsaggital plane, pressed with the palm facing the body. (In A,
B, and C the viewing direction of this schematic representation is
vertical downward, whereas in D it is nearly horizontal.) Response
keys depictedas black denotethat finger-stimulus pairing that yields
a shorter reaction time.

the hierarchy, is the determining factor if it is applica
ble, that is, if spatial coding of response effectors is pos
sible along the spatial dimension in which the stimuli are
arranged (e.g., left/right). However, if stimulus and
response positions cannot be compared in a common spa
tial code (e.g., if only the stimuli, but not the responses,
are arranged along the left/right dimension), spatio
anatomical mapping becomes effective.

To test this hypothesis for unimanual two-finger choice
reactions, we had subjects respond by pressing buttons
mounted along each of the two dimensions that are per
pendicular to the left/right dimension of the stimuli. More
precisely, in addition to a control condition in which the
response buttons were parallel to the stimulus lights (Con
dition A, see Figure 0, we chose an orthogonal stimulus
response relationship in which the response buttons were
horizontal in the midsaggital plane both for palm-down
(Condition B) and palm-up (Condition C) hand positions,
and an orthogonal stimulus-response relationship in which
the response buttons were vertical in the midsaggital plane
(Condition D). In addition to representing one of the two
orthogonal S-R relationships, Condition D can also be
regarded as intermediate between Conditions Band C,
since vertical hand position is reached at 90° when hands
are turned from palm-down position (0°) to palm-up po-
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whether or not arms are crossed). In the case of unimanual
two-finger choice reactions, we have to define a certain
standard hand position with respect to which it is clear
which fingers are left or right to each other. Although
such a definition is not without problems, for the special
task considered here (pressing a button), as well as in
everyday activities, the palm-down hand position with the
fingers pointing ahead appears to be the most frequent
one, and may therefore be assumed to be normal. Ac
cording to this assumption, the mapping hypothesis states
that the middle finger of the right hand and the index finger
of the left hand are regarded as spatially right, and the
index finger of the right hand and the middle finger of
the left hand as spatially left, irrespective of the position
of the responding hand (i.e., irrespective of whether palms
face up or down or whether response buttons are parallel
or orthogonal to the stimulus lights).

The mapping hypothesis is based on the assumption that
spatial distinctions that are actually present when the
response organs are in a certain normal position are
preserved even when the response organs are in unusual
positions. In particular, the spatial left/right distinction
is assigned to the anatomical distinction between hands
or between fingers, even if the arms are crossed or the
hands are held in palm-up position. The existing results
rule out mapping as the determining factor of spatial S-R
compatibility and favor spatial coding: For bimanual
choice reactions, crossing the arms does not change the
compatibility effect observed with uncrossed arms (Si
mon, Hinrichs, & Craft, 1970; Wallace, 1971). Similarly,
for unimanual two-finger choice reactions, turning hands
to palm-up orientation does not change the compatibility
effect observed with palms facing down (Heister et al.,
1986, 1987). In addition, an experiment distinguishing
between spatial and anatomical distance of responding
fingers showed that the spatial, not the anatomical, dis
tance influenced the compatibility effect (Heister,
Schroeder-Heister, & Ehrenstein, 1988).

However, these results do not mean that spatio
anatomical mapping (i.e., assignment of anatomically de
fined response organs as right or left) does not exist. They
simply demonstrate that spatio-anatomical mapping is not
dominant when certain spatial cues are present, as in stan
dard experiments of spatial S-R compatibility. It may well
be that mapping becomes dominant when spatial cues on
the response side are absent.

This is actually predicted by the hierarchical model of
spatial S-R compatibility proposed by Heister et al.
(1988). According to this model, which is in agreement
with many experimental findings (in particular those of
Klapp, Greim, Mendicino, & Koenig, 1979; Ladavas &
Moscovitch, 1984; Riggio, Gawryszewski, & Umilta,
1986; Schroeder-Heister, Heister, & Ehrenstein, in press),
spatial S-R compatibility results from several factors,
which are rank-ordered in a certain way and whose way
of dominating each other or interacting with each other
determines the effect observed. In particular, spatial cod
ing, as a factor with higher rank than that of mapping in



sition (180°). If the model described above is true, for
Conditions B, C, and D an effect of spatio-anatomical
mapping should be observed corresponding to the com
patibility effect to be expected for Condition A.

METHOD

Subjects
Eight college or university students (4 male, 4 female; aged 19-26

years) served as paid subjects. They all were right-handed accord
ing to a German adaptation of the Edinburgh Inventory (Oldfield,
1971), had normal color vision, and had no special training in visual
reaction tasks. All subjects served in each of the four experimental
conditions and were naive as to the purpose of the task.

Apparatus
The subjects sat in front of a modified Forster Perimeter (OCU

LUS). Head position was fixed by a forehead/chinrest, and the dis
tance between the eyes and the perimeter plane was 45 em. Two
shielded lamps provided a dim and diffuse ambient illumination.
Two bicolor (red/green) light-emitting diodes (LEOs; TELE
FUNKEN CQX 95) produced circular lights of 560-nm and 630
nm peak wavelengths subtending 38' ofarc. The center of the stimuli
was positioned at 50 of visual angle to the left and right of the fixa
tion point. The fixation point consisted of a white circular field sub
tending a visual angle of0.75 0 on a gray perimeter plane. Luminance
(measured by a HAGNER Universal Photometer S2) was 2.5 cd/m'
for the perimeter background, was 4.1 cd/m" for the fixation point,
and ranged between 170 and 185 cd/m" for the LEOs. The sub
ject's ability to maintain fixation properly was tested in a number
of pretrials in which eye movements were monitored by an infra
red photoelectric device displayed on an oscilloscope. The stimuli
were presented for 100 msec following an acoustic warning that
preceded the stimulus onset randomly by 500 to 800 rnsec. The
response keys were two microswitches (SCHADOW-digitast SE,
with electronic rebound suppression) of a microswitch box, con
nected to an electronic clock that was started with the stimulus on
set and stopped by the microswitch contact. The centers of the keys
were 30 mm apart. The microswitch box was freely movable and
was attached in four positions according to the requirements ofeach
condition (see Figure 1). Condition A, the control condition, was
a replication of Condition 1 of Heister et al. (1987); the response
keys were positioned in the horizontal dimension parallel to the
stimuli at the left or right side of the experimental desk. In Condi
tions B, C, and 0, the response keys were placed orthogonally to
the stimuli in middle position. In Condition B, they were placed
in the horizontal dimension (palm-down hand position). In Condi
tion C, the microswiteh box was mounted underneath a shelf placed
horizontally on the desk, allowing the hands to press the key from
below (palm-up hand position). In Condition 0, the response keys
were arranged in the vertical dimension, with the palm of the
responding hand facing the body.

Procedure
The subjects attended four sessions on different days. Each ses

sion was subdivided into four blocks separated by short rest periods.
Each block consisted of 6 practice trials and 44 test trials, with II
stimulus presentations for each of the four combinations of color
and visual field (red/left field, red/right field, green/left field, and
green/right field). Stimuli were presented in a particular quasi
random order within each block, allowing a maximum of only three
consecutive stimuli of the same color or in the same field.

The subjects hadto press one of the two microswitehes with either
their index or middle finger as fast as possible while maintaining
their gaze on the fixation point. In two blocks of each session the
subjects made right finger responses to red lights and left finger
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responses to green lights, and in the other two blocks they made
left finger responses to red lights and right finger responses to green
lights. The order of blocks within each session was balanced across
subjects. The responding hand (left or right) was altered from one
block to the next. For each block, the subjects were told to use the
appropriate finger (index or middle), in order not to draw their at
tention to spatial relationships. Two subjects started with Condi
tion A, 2 with Condition B, 2 with Condition C, and 2 with Con
dition O. Errors were few (about 1%), and error trials were repeated
at the end of each block.

RESULTS

Medians of the reaction times (RTs) were subjected to
a four-way (4x2 x2 x2) within-subjects analysis ofvari
ance (ANOYA) with the following factors: experimental
condition (A to D), field of stimulus presentation (left or
right), responding hand (left or right), and responding
fmger (left or right). Fingers were classified as left or right
according to their spatial position with palm-down hand
orientation (i.e., middle finger = left and index finger
= right for the left hand, and index finger = left and mid
dle finger = right for the right hand). In this paper, com
patibility or incompatibility of field-finger relationships
is understood with respect to this classification. Cell means
and standard deviations are given in Table 1.

A significant main effect for field of stimulation was
obtained [F(1,7) = 10.78, p < .05], meaning that over
all responses were 9 msec faster with left-field than with
right-field stimulation. The significant interaction between
hand and finger [F(1,7) = 9.74, P < .05] indicates a su
periority for index fingers (right finger of the left hand
and left finger of the right hand), which responded
18 msec faster than middle fingers (left finger of the left
hand and right finger of the right hand). The interaction
between field of stimulation and responding hand, which
would express a spatial S-R compatibility effect for hands,
was far from being significant [F(1,7) = .38]. Of greater
importance is the significant interaction between field of
stimulation and responding finger [F(1,7) = 88.69,
p < .001], which reflects a strong spatial S-R compati
bility effect for fingers. Compatible responses were faster
by 27 msec than incompatible ones. However, means
show that thiscompatibility effect obtained in Condition A
(where it was 54 rnsec), Condition B (41 rnsec), and Con
dition D (42 msec), but not in Condition C where incom
patible reactions were faster by 28 msec than compatible
ones (see Table 1). This is confirmed by the significant
interaction between experiment, field of stimulation, and
responding fmger [F(3,2I) = 30.95,p < .001; multivar
iate Hotelling P: F(3,5) = 25.66, p < .01]. No other
main effects or interactions proved significant.

In a four-way subanalysis (3 x 2 x 2 x 2) which com
pared Conditions A, B, and D, the interaction between
experimental condition, field of stimulation, and respond
ing finger did not approach significance. This confirms
that the three-way interaction of the grand ANOYA is
due to the reversal of the compatibility effect in Condi
tion C, and not to a significant difference in the size of
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Table I
Means of the Median Reaction Times (in msec) and Standard Deviations

Left Light Right Light

Left Hand Right Hand Left Hand Right Hand

Left Right Left Right Left Right Left Right
Finger Finger Finger Finger Finger Finger Finger Finger

(Middle) (Index) (Index) (Middle) (Middle) (Index) (Index) (Middle)

Condition A (Parallel Horizontal Palm Down)

M 341 383 316 386 404 322 360 336
SD 20 22 17 39 42 20 30 30

Condition B (Orthogonal Horizontal Palm Down)

M 325 361 314 366 373 322 372 348
SD 39 57 44 72 43 25 39 46

Condition C (Orthogonal Horizontal Palm Up)

M 385 352 358 357 373 387 348 412
SD 41 44 51 47 41 41 30 53

Condition D (Orthogonal Vertical Palm Facing the Body)

M 327 346 312 383 374 323 370 342
SD 47 41 26 48 65 44 38 39

Note-Fingers are classified as "left" or "right" according to their spatial position when palms face down.

the compatibility effect between Conditions A, B, and D.
Separate subanalyses for each of the four experimental
conditions demonstrated that the compatibility effect or
its reversal (in Condition C) was present in all cases [in
teraction between field of stimulation and responding
fingerforCondition A: F(l,7) = 47.09,p < .01; Con
dition B: F(I,7) = 39.46,p < .01; Condition C: F(l,7)
= 30.58, p < .01; Condition D: F(I,7) = 45.87,

P < .01]. Inspection of the individual data revealed that
these results are independent of the order of conditions.
All subjects showed the compatibility effect in Condi
tions A, B, and D, and its reversal in Condition C.

DISCUSSION

The main hypothesis tested by this study was that spatio
anatomical mapping (i.e., the association of response ef
fectors as left or right) becomes effective when spatial
coding of the effectors' positions as left or right is not
applicable. According to this hypothesis, which is part
of the hierarchical model of spatial S-R compatibility
(Heister et al., 1988), RT advantages for certain stimulus
response pairings are still obtained when the spatial
(left/right) cues of the response are eliminated, since
left/right distinctions are mapped onto the response ef
fectors. This model views spatial coding as a factor that
dominates mapping in the case where coding is possible,
but that is replaced by mapping when spatial codes can
not be used (see also Klapp et al., 1979).

This model is supported by our results insofar as highly
significant RT advantages for certain S-R pairings are ob
tained not only in the control condition (Condition A),
but also under Conditions B, C, and D, where no spatial
(left/right) cues of the response position are present. Un
der Condition A (which replicates Condition 1 of Heister
et al., 1987), a normal compatibility effect was obtained:

the spatially right finger (middle finger of the right hand,
index finger of the left hand) was faster to lights in the
right than in the left visual field, and the spatially left
finger (index finger of the right hand, middle finger of
the left hand) was faster to lights in the left than in the
right visual field. Ifone assumes a mapping of these spa
tial positions to the anatomical fmgers, the results of Con
ditions Band D (orthogonal horizontal response position
with palms facing down, and orthogonal vertical response
position) show a clear-cut mapping effect, that is, for
right-hand responses an RT advantage for the middle
finger/right light and index finger/left light relations, and
for left-hand responses an RT advantage for the index
finger/right light and middle finger/left light relations.

However, the results for Condition C with response
keys orthogonal to the stimuli and horizontal, and with
hands held palms up, show a converse result, that is, for
right-hand responses an RT advantage for the index
finger/right light and middle fmger/left light relations, and
for left-hand responses an RT advantage for the middle
fmger/right light and index finger/left light relations. This
corresponds to the spatial compatibility effect found for
palm-up (but parallel) hand position in Heister et al.
(1987, Condition 2). In general, the pattern of results for
the orthogonal Conditions B, C, and D can be described
as follows: The results in Conditions Band D correspond
to what would be obtained as spatial compatibility effects
after turning the hands into palm-down parallel positions
(as in Condition A), and the results in Condition C cor
respond to what would be obtained after turning the hands
into palm-up parallel position.

For this result to be interpreted as an effect of spatio
anatomical mapping, the only possibility is to develop a
more sophisticated notion of mapping, according to which
the association of spatial positions to fingers of one hand
depends on whether the palms face down or up: In palm-



down position one follows the simple concept of mapping
described in the introduction (middle finger = right, in
dex finger = left for the right hand, and the converse for
the left hand), whereas in palm-up position this associa
tion is inverted (i.e., index finger = right, middle finger
= left for the right hand, and the converse for the left
hand).

This modified concept of mapping may be justified as
follows. The ided of an association of spatial distinctions
with anatomical left/right distinctions crucially assumes
that there is a "normal" position, in which anatomically
defined organs are in a certain spatial relationship. This
position is then associated with these organs even if they
are in a "non-normal" position. For the (anatomically)
left and right hands, this is obvious: it is normal to hold
them on the (spatially) left or right side of the body,
respectively. For fingers of one hand, this is not so obvi
ous. The association of the index finger with the left and
the middle finger with the right for two-finger choice reac
tions of the right hand and the converse for the left hand
hinges on the assumption that palm-down hand position
is normal and the palm-up hand position is not. If this
specific normality assumption is dropped and both palm
down and palm-up positions are considered equally nor
mal, one is led to the more elaborated concept of map
ping as described above.

Another approach to explain the pattern of results of
Conditions B and C is to consider the wrist to be the spa
tial reference point for the left/right distinction of finger
responses. 1 Obviously, this left/right distinction with
respect to the wrist does not depend on whether the hand
is held palm-down or palm-up. However, "right" and
"left" with respect to the wrist cannot be defined without
assuming a normal hand position, with respect to which
it is clear what right and left mean. This reference to a
normal position (which would again have to be a horizon
tal parallel position) is in this case treated as a case of
spatio-anatomical mapping, so that this approach is cov
ered by our modified mapping hypothesis.

The results for Condition D (response buttons or
thogonal to the stimuli and vertical) correspond to those
in Conditions A and B and not to those in Condition C
(see Table I). Since Condition D involves an intermedi
ate hand position between those of Conditions Band C
(hand turned only by 90 0 and not yet by 1800 as in Con
dition C), one might hypothesize that its results are in
termediate between those of Conditions Band C: The
compatibility effect of Condition B should disappear un
der Condition D and reverse under Condition C. The
result actually obtained shows that the vertical hand po
sition, with the palms facing the body, is more similar
to the palm-down position than to the palm-up position.
In other words, it seems to be the palm-up condition that
is distinguished, whereas vertical hand positions are in
ternally represented like the corresponding palm-down
positions. This result confirms the effectiveness of spatio
anatomical mapping and therefore supports the hierarchi-
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cal model ofS-R compatibility, since for vertical response
positions the absence of spatial right/left cues is even more
obvious than for the horizontal positions with orthogonal
S-R relationship.

It is not possible to explain our results in Conditions B,
C, and D by reference to a compatibility between the
left/right stimulus orientation and a farther/nearer (Con
ditions Band C) or top/down (Condition D) response
orientation. As displayed in Figure I, the reaction time
advantages for the farther/nearer and top/down dimen
sions are opposite for the left and right hands, since they
are rotated clockwise and counterclockwise, respectively,
when turned to a middle position.

The absence of any compatibility effect with respect to
the relationship between field of stimulus presentation and
responding hand (in addition to the compatibility effects
obtained for the responding fingers) is in agreement with
our previous fmdings and explanations (see Heister et al.,
1986, 1987), as is the general superiority of the index
fingers over the middle fmgers. The overall left-field su
periority again supports the hypothesis of a lateralization
of color discrimination to the right hemisphere (Pennal,
1977; for review see Davidoff, 1982), which was also
used to explain the data of Heister et al. (1987).

In conclusion, our data demonstrate that effects of spa
tial S-R compatibility with unimanual two-finger choice
reactions also obtain for different orthogonal stimulus
response relationships, stressing the importance of hand
orientation (palm up vs. palm down) for the direction
of the observed effect. These results are in accordance
with the predictions of the hierarchical model of spatial
S-R compatibility using a modified concept of spatio
anatomical mapping. A comprehensive explanation of spa
tial S-R relationships thus affords a theory based on the
integration of various factors including coding and
mapping.
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